TEAM ERF ~ Earth Repair Foundation ~ ERF
TEAM = Together Everyone Achieves More
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Team ERF consists of young and old volunteers, communicating and cooperating to
advance in every way possible the projects listed below. These projects are being
managed by the following organisations:
• Earth Repair Foundation (ERF), • McNaturals Internatonal Pty Ltd (McNs),
• United Peoples Association of Australia (UPAA) • Peace Now Association Inc (PNAI) is
possible to re-incorporate to enable free-lance fund-raising in public domains.

In today’s world there are many troublesome problems that we are all facing. The
solutions to these problems are what has motivated this earth repair work. If you
read about what’s going on with ERF, perhaps you may like to participate.
Project items for Round Table discussions are listed below and detailed information on each
project is available in printed or digital formats on request. The Round Table accentuates the
equality of all participants, at times some may not be physically present but can still be part of the
meetings via Skype or Zoom. Dates and times of meetings are announced when appropriate:
Minutes of decisions made will be noted and circulated by email. Hard copies available on request.

~ The Projects ~
• Earth Repair Charter Global Solution Strategy. The Charter is ERF’s primary manifesto and is what
the Vision 2030 Now Age Global Solution Strategy is all about. Read the Charter at earthrepair.net
• Imagine Back From The Future a movie outline that logically achieves the basis for world peace
by the end of year 2030. TEAM ERF members are invited to make suggestions for any document.
• ERF, McNaturals Organic Food Garden in Katoomba. Continue to maintain as a productive
demonstration of urban permaculture. Gardeners are invited to regularly assist.
• Campaign to recycle presently wasted used plastics to re-manufacture increasing numbers of
hygienic, aerobic, no-dig Composting Bins, to help breed increasing numbers of earth worms, and
make humus~rich soil for organic food gardening in home-yards and all other appropriate places.
• Campaign to partner with McDonalds. Letter from McNaturals International Pty Ltd to
McDonalds has been sent, was responded to, and the campaign continues.
• Earth Repair Songs. How to promote these? Perhaps with some of the 2000-3000 eye-contact,
smile photographs that are available, with earth repair music. See example: https://youtu.be/cRqSm9eCL7U
• Burnum Burnum’s connection to the Earth Repair Foundation. He wrote:

“The Earth Repair Charter’s unique approach is capable of uniting all people, communities, religions
and nations in the common purpose of solving Earth’s environmental, economic and social dilemmas”.
Burnum Burnum, Australian Author, Activist & Actor, 1936-1997

• Petitions: • Native Forest Protection; • A Department for Peace in every government;
•Nutritional Education in Schools; • A Global Petition to turn Sewage into trees.
• Property at 16 Station Street, Katoomba (ERF’s HQ) and its development. Solar panels, water
tanks, Garage renovations, Sustainability Lane, etc. Buy back.
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• Digital Smile Shows comprising Mind Vitamin Thought Seeds and earth repair music.
• Plan for Katoomba Blue Mountains to become the World’s First Mind Vitamin City.
• A dynaminc new NowAge Interactive Stop Smoking Script has been developed and is
freely available on request. The Script is for personalising and repeated listening until
memorised. It can be effectively applied to heal any affliction of addiction.
• Script to Awaken to the reality of personal freedom ~ A Way Up From Down ~ Through a
personal recording and repeated listening until memorised.
• Parenting and/or Re-parenting script for children recommending the repeated listening and
sleep learning method.
• A proposed website summarising the histories and essential precepts of every religion, faith,
school of thought and philosophical ideology. The website will invite visitors to answer seven
prime questions, the best answers will eventually result in a published production.
• A World’s Best Practice learning poster for every language to help people learn basic
life skills for survival, especially among refugees and the homeless. This will basically be
a carefully designed pictorial summary of the 72 hours of Permaculture learning to enable
quick and easy understanding and adoption.
• McNaturals nutritionally dense Green smoothie of blended edible raw leaves, fresh fruits, sprouting
seeds, nuts and juice and made into Ice Blocks. • McNaturals Seed Sprouting system. This amateur
video link was made a few years ago without scripting or practice and it shows how the very nutritious
McNaturals raw, living food concentrate is prepared. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mF0qZpD0870
There are reasons to be positively optimistic that these projects and products have potential to
become popular with increasing numbers of people if promoted and marketed professionally.
• PRODUCTS: • Mind-Vitamin Thought-Seed Poster-Cards; • Peace Now Drinking CUPS,
and T-Shirts; • Laminated Placards and their promotion and marketing into towns, cities
and languages to brighten dull spots with continuously radiating inspiration.
• Peace Now and other ERF copy-righted images can be printed on various items like • Pendant
Neclaces, •Drinking Cups, and •T-Shirts for men, women and children and sold. In cases like this,
40% of all net profits goes to the work at earthrepair.net
• A Way Up From Down Freedom Script. • Sleep and Parenting Script. • Stop Smoking Script.
• ERF Web site, FaceBook pages, Twitter and Instagram accounts: These are progressively becoming
more interactive and effective in sowing thought-seeds. Persistence continues to further develop these.
• PayPal, Crowd Funding and online marketing are also within reach to start monitising ERF’s work.
ERF
WORM

ERF WORM is the Foundation’s official mascot and ERF proclaims:
‘WHAT THE WORLD NEEDS NOW IS A SENSE OF HUMUS’.

ERF is also an acronym for Earth Repair First, Earth Repair Family, Earth Repair Friends,
Earth Repair Festivals, and Earth Repair for a Fabulous Future.

Voluntary contributions of assistance to any or all of these enterprises are invited and welcomed.
For amplification or further details about the agenda, please contact the ERF founder,
Franklin Scarf at franklin@earthrepair.net or on 0408 267 195. Thank you for reading this!

